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Abstract 

 

Right from the time when the military safety net- The Advanced Research Projects Agency 

Network (ARPANET) was transformed to the Civilian Internet to this date, the Internet 

technology has been central to every technology innovation. What you need to access this 

Internet is a browser. Whether you call it a web browser or an internet browser, a browser 

is a software application that lets you access the Internet, view web pages and 

download/upload information. Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Internet Explorer, Opera 

and Safari are some of the popular browsers available to users in recent times. 

 

Along with several advantages, current browsers bring many challenges too. While a 

browsers takes users into the Internet world, it brings various types of Malware too. 

Without proper security solutions, your computer is affected. Second, the security and 

privacy is a great concern. As people track user behaviour, they steal the personal data and 

perform identity fraud. Third, the websites run ad trackers that display ads while tracking 

your browsing patterns. With ad trackers, your browser becomes slow. At the same time, 

they eat up your monthly data packs too. Today, there is a greater need for a browser that 

automatically blocks ad trackers and loads websites at lightning speeds while not tracking 

the sites users visit. This is where Nova fits right in.  

 

Nova is not just a browser but it is a blockchain-based decentralized digital advertisement 

platform. Nova browser loads websites in quick time, blocks ad trackers and secures your 

browsing sessions. It doesn’t track the sites users visit. But that’s not all. Nova rewards its 

consumers for utilizing the browser. Simultaneously, it offers a perfect platform for 

advertisers to reach targeted audience and generate high-conversion leads. By rewarding 

every participant of the Nova ecosystem, Nova is sure to disrupt the digital advertising 

world. 
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Internet Browsing 

The advent of the World Wide Web has revolutionized the 

world, transforming it into a global village.  For one to 

access the internet and enjoy its services, you need a web 

that allows all these to take place. A web browser 

is a software application that enables people to access the 

internet and view web pages. Also, it allows the 

ding of files. Over the years, the 

browsing technology has evolved from perfecting the features that were currently available 

to more advanced characteristics that guarantee better results. This may include the speed, 

how efficient it is in exploring the internet, its security measures etc. 

With increasing enhancements in modern technology, there is an increas

internet connection. As the adage suggests, ‘necessity 

of all necessities’, more and more web browsers are coming into the market, bettering the 

For example, Microsoft released Microsoft Edge to replace its Internet 

, there is Opera Desktop browser along with the smaller version called Opera Mini 

iOS devices. Apple released its own browser Safari. Google owns the most 

. Firefox, Android Samsung and Vivaldi are other browsing tools 
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The Evolution of Browsing tools 

 

WorldWide Web 

In history, the WorldWide Web was the first web browser that came into existence as early 

as 1990. It had a graphical user interface but did not display web pages that had embedded 

images in them. WorldWide Web was later renamed to Nexus to avoid confusion of the 

Web in general. 

 

Line-mode 

Released in 1991, Line-Mode web browser was designed to work on any device that was 

available at that time. It was then ported to a range of computers from UNIX to Microsoft 

DOS. This enabled anyone to access the web. 

 

ViolaWWW 

ViolaWWW was the second browser for UNIX. Built in a powerful language called Viola, it 

had advanced features like the ability to display graphics. This was in the year 1992. 

 

Lynx 

Lynx was introduced in 1993 as an internet interface to a programof the same named. It was 

the preferred web browser for character mode terminals that had no graphics.  

 

Mosaic 

In 1993 Mark and Erick from The National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) 

released the first Mosaic for X-Windows. This was the first browser with cross-platform 

support. It could support bookmarks, video clips, sound, and history files. It was also the first 

browser to display web pages with images embedded within text. 

 

Internet Explorer 

When Microsoft released their Windows 95 operating system, they also released a web 

browser called Internet Explorer. By 1999, it was the leading web browser defeating 

Netscape which had been in the market with no competition. 
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Opera 

The browser was developed by a team of researchers in a telecommunication company 

from Norway in 1996. This was the best version among existing web browsers of the time. 

 

Safari 

In 2003, Apple released its own web browser which is used in all Apple computers as the 

default browser. Hence, it is mainly known as Apple Safari. 

 

Mozilla 

In 1994 Netscape released their first beta version of their browser. They later released a 

better version of it in 2004 and is now popularly known as Firefox. 

 

Chrome 

Google made its entrance in 2008 by releasing chrome for the Windows operating system. 

In 2009, Google created an open source version of Chrome known as Chromium that 

converted Chrome for use on Apple Mac OS X and Linux operating systems. 

 

Microsoft Edge 

Microsoft launched this web browser in 2015 to replace Internet Explorer. It comes as a 

default component of Windows 10 OS. Named as Spartan in the development stage, Edge is 

designed to support multiple platforms 

 

The state of Browsing Market 

In the desktop era, Microsoft Internet Explorer enjoyed 90-95% of the browser market 

share. However, the advent of the mobile technology has reversed this trend. With new 

browsers such as Chrome, Firefox, Android Browser, Safari and Opera sharing the revenues, 

Microsoft IE’s value fell down to 20%. According to Statcounter, Google Chrome leads the 

browser market commanding 54.57% as of October 2017. Internet Explorer controls a mere 

3.74%. W3Counter reports that Chrome has a market share of 58.8% followed by Safari with 

13.4%. 



 

 

 

Statista provides a report of browser usage from Jan 2015 to Feb 2017

report, the Apple Safari browser owned a market share of 49.82% in Jan 2015. This value 

has increased to 51.24% in Sep 2017. 

Jan 2015 and 39.27% in Sep 2017. 
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des a report of browser usage from Jan 2015 to Feb 2017

Apple Safari browser owned a market share of 49.82% in Jan 2015. This value 

has increased to 51.24% in Sep 2017.  Chrome closely follows Safari with values of 34.56% in 

Jan 2015 and 39.27% in Sep 2017. And they are pursued by Samsung Internet, Android, UC 
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des a report of browser usage from Jan 2015 to Feb 2017. According to this 

Apple Safari browser owned a market share of 49.82% in Jan 2015. This value 
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by Samsung Internet, Android, UC 
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Challenges with Current Browsers 

 

Along with all the benefits, browsers bring certain challenges as well. Google search browser 

shares a larger platform than any other browser do, but even that comes with its own share 

of challenges. 

 

Slow browsing  

There are several reasons why the user’s browser is slow loading web pages. One of the 

main reasons are the advertisement networks that are loading along with the page. When a 

user clicks a website, the server of that website reaches out to the different servers of the 

advertising networks. The problem occurs when the server does not respond to the website 

the user attempts to reach. If the advertising network’s server sends back an advertisement 

that contains a large file, it will take time for it to load. Google Chrome is faster than its 

competition. Yet they deal with ad trackers and slow browsing issues. 

 

Security and Privacy Concerns 

With contemporary browsers, security and privacy is a huge concern. For instance, Google 

places one or more cookies in the user’s device to track their browsing patterns and search 

history. Simply put, Google has a record of everything you do on the internet. In 2008, a 

video was released by Consumer Watchdog, featuring how Google records what the user 

types in the web browser’s search bar. Google sends this information to its servers in order 

to occupy their search suggestions. 

 

Annoying Ads consume more data 

It has been recorded that up to 79% of user’s monthly data bucket are unwanted 

advertisements loaded along with the web page. Unwanted advertisements not only 

increase the usage of data but they also annoy with malware. To prevent ad trackers and 

malware, users have to install ad-blocking plug-ins. While ad-blocking tools work fine, some 

ads bypass these plug-ins and load onto the web page.  

 

The Nova browser is designed to answer all these challenges while rewarding its users. 
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Nova – One Browser with Multiple Benefits 

 

Nova is a new browser that integrates browsing technology with a digital ad platform to 

secure the browsing session while concurrently rewarding its users. Nova operates at 

lightning speeds, secures your browsing sessions, protects your devices from malware and 

rewards its users at the same time. With Nova, you won’t get annoyed by unwanted ads 

anymore, nor face issues like sluggish browsing and lagging.  

 

Here are some of the key features of Nova Browser: 

 

Browsing at Lightning Speed 

Nova browsing speed is faster than leading browsers such as Microsoft Internet Explorer, 

Microsoft Edge, Safari, Firefox and Chrome. With Nova browser, your web pages load two 

times faster than Chrome on Desktop and 4-8 times faster on mobile devices. Nova tracks 

the time saved for its consumers. On average, Nova users save 4-5 seconds of load time per 

webpage.  

 

Say No to Ads 

All types of Ads and Ad Trackers are automatically blocked by default on Nova Browser. You 

don’t have to install an ad blocking extension nor use any ad removal solution. With Nova 

Browser, you not only browse the web with lightning speed but you can also do it safer and 

with a peace of mind. 

 

Say No to Malware 

As Nova Browser automatically blocks all types of ad trackers, you can be assured of 

malware-free browsing. On Nova, your connections are encrypted, which means everything 

you share on the net is safe and secure. With Nova, say no to malware, ransomware, 

spyware or adware.  
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Highest security and privacy guaranteed 

Nova protects your privacy by blocking ad trackers and malware. It comes with a Tor VPN 

built-in plug-in to provide anonymous browsing to users. No one can track your browsing 

activities including other users on your device. With TOR and VPN, Nova brings enhanced 

privacy for users. 

 

Optimize data costs 

By blocking all types of ad trackers, Nova provides faster and safer browsing. With speedier 

load times, you can significantly save on your internet data packages. In addition, the time 

can be spent on other revenue-generating tasks instead of browsing. 

 

The rewards don’t end here. Nova has something more to offer. This innovative browser 

rewards users for their time using the tool. 

 

Nova unveiled a revolutionary digital advertising system that rewards users, publishers and 

advertisers.  
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The need for Nova Digital Advertising platform 

In the ordinary digital advertising system, the middleman enjoys most of the benefits.  

 

How users are impacted? 

 Enders Analysis reports that 18% to 79% of the monthly data bucket of the user is 

consumed by website advertisements.  

 An extra 6% to 68% goes toward Animations 

 As it takes 3-5 seconds extra to load a webpage with ads, users lose their valuable 

time 

 It negatively impacts phone battery life 

 Ad trackers follow your browsing behavioural patterns. So your privacy is at risk 

 User device is subjected to Malware, Spyware and other online vulnerabilities 

 

How Publishers are impacted? 

 Many website owners run ad blockers, which means publishers have access to 

limited sites. 

 Publishers have to spend a considerable amount of time and effort in improving 

website SEO credentials. However, ad networks benefit from these efforts. 

 Publishers have to divide ad revenues with Ad networking platforms such as Google, 

Amazon and Facebook. 

 Handling bots is another challenge. 

 

How Advertisers are impacted? 

 Advertisers find it tough to target the right websites for the right audience 

 Automated bots click ads and eat up investments 

 1/3rd of digital advertising is subject to click fraud 

 Advertisers  do not spare time to check out click frauds 

 Non-targeted traffic results in lower conversion rates 
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Nova leverages the blockchain technology to create a decentralized digital ad exchange 

platform that benefits everyone participating in the Nova ecosystem. The Nova reward 

system is based on Nova Tokens (NTK) 

 

How it works? 

Nova brings advertisers, publishers and users to a single platform wherein each participant 

enjoys maximum returns for his efforts.  

 

 

Interested users can register with Nova and participate in the decentralized ad network by 

turning on ads on the browser. When the user opens a website through the Nova browser, 

Nova displays targeted ads based on the page content. These ads are relevantly matched 

with user interests. As a reward for the user efforts, Nova issues NTK Coins for users. The 

best thing with Nova is that it calculates user attention using machine-learning algorithms, 

artificial intelligence and other techniques. By checking the duration of the view, pixels in 

range and other parameters, Nova calculates the attention level and rewards the consumer 

with NKT coins as a result. The user can spend these coins to purchase other services from 

Nova or redeem them. It means you earn while you browse. The work that you have been 

doing for years now brings rewards as well. 

 

For the publisher of the ads, Nova pays NKT coins based on the interest received by the 

users. As there are no middlemen, publishers get a major share of the earnings. With click 

Publishers

Nova Platform 
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fraud completely eliminated, publishers don’t have to lose out on click fraud. The earnings 

are proportional to their website’s performance.  

 

Advertisers are equally rewarded with sales and conversions on the Nova platform. As ads 

are displayed for highly targeted audience, advertisers can receive highly convertible leads 

to get more sales. With attention-based rewards in place, advertisers don’t have to pay for 

bad clients which means more Return of Investment (ROI).  

 

Nova leverages the blockchain technology to create a powerful decentralized digital ad 

network on the secure Nova Browser. 
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An overview of BlockChain Technology 

 

The advent of Blockchain technology has revolutionized the technology world. It started off 

as a backend technology for Bitcoin cryptocurrency, and now the block chain technology is 

being extended to every industry. Blockchain is a decentralized and distributed ledger 

system that records transactions in a chronological order. 

 

The working of a Blockchain 

A blockchain works in a fairly simple manner; any and all recent transactions are recorded 

on a “current block”. This block, after the transaction is complete, gets encrypted and then 

added to the previous blocks already present (hence the chain terminology). It is then 

considered a permanent database. Every time a block is completed, a new one is generated. 

Countless similar blocks are linked together and the hashes of the previous block are 

present on each following block. 

 

Mining: 

In order to form a new block on a blockchain, a process called mining is required. Mining 

exists to serve these purposes: 

1. To authenticate and verify a transaction thereby prevent double-spending.  

2. Mining maintains the legitimacy of transactions. 

3. Creation of new currency for completing tasks. 

Miners verify transactions that are present in each block through solving mathematical 

puzzles called ‘Proof-of-work’ problems. Each miner who completes the problem is 

rewarded.  

 

Proof of Work: 

Proof of work can be generally defined as a protocol that works on preventing cyber-attacks 

such as Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS). This concept existed way before the birth of 
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Bitcoin, but it was an essential part of the Bitcoin whitepaper as it enabled trustless and 

distributed consensus. 

 

There is, however, another way of validation of transactions called ‘Proof-of-Stake’. 

 

Proof of Stake: 

Proof of Stake is another method to authenticate and verify transactions and obtain 

distributed consensus.  In this technique, the creator of the next block is determined 

through random selections based on the wealth and stake of the block.  

 

Proof of Work Vs Proof of Stake: 

As opposed to Proof of Work, Proof of Stake has proven to have a few advantages. They are 

briefly discussed below: 

1. Resources: 

Proof of Work requires high electric and computing power and hardware that 

requires investment and spending. However, Proof of Stake does not entail powerful 

machines or expensive hardware, only that your laptop or computer is online. 

2. Loyalty: 

There is a high possibility of miners shifting their hardware to mine another coin if 

the rewards are better in the Proof of Work method. In Proof of Stake, as the stakes 

get higher, the miners have a greater reward for residuals. 

3. Prospect: 

In the dawn of new digital currency, the rewards of miners in Proof of Work will 

reduce as there is a scarcity to mine certain coins. 

 

Many of the newer crypto currencies are now being developed under the Proof of Stake 

framework. Nova platform uses the PoS consensus system. 
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Source: https://blockgeeks.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/infographics0517-01.png 

 

 

Benefits of Blockchain 

Blockchain technology continues to gain new proponents almost on a daily basis as its reach 

into our everyday lives grows. A blockchain removes the necessity for a middleman or a 

third party to authenticate any transactions. This system of transactions has numerous 

benefits: 

 

Transparency: 

The Distributed Ledger System (database) gives control and access to data. This enables 

users to verify their activities without any interruptions. All data on the system is visible to 

the public. Any changes or alteration to this data is made public, giving all members access 

to it. 

 

Trust 

The DLS provides a platform for consumers to make and verify transactions without third 

party involvement. This prevents unauthorized or back-door transactions. Modification of 

data is made visible and is more complicated and difficult without a large team involved in 
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the development.  A huge amount of computational power is required to override this 

system in order to alter statistics.  

 

Reduction in Costs: 

Due to the absence of a third party intermediary, overhead, governance and audit costs are 

cut. This provides an opportunity for producers to deliver or transfer assets to their 

customers and markets economically, faster and more efficient way. 

 

Time Management 

Blockchain technology eliminates many time constraints commonly found in physical 

markets. Including smart contracts with blockchains further speeds up transactions and 

reduce time lost on mundane tasks. 

 

Blockchain technology is still in its infancy; however it has already had a significant impact 

on people and markets around the world. As this technology continues to grow and mature, 

it is expected to revolutionize many different sectors. 

 

An overview on ‘Smart Contracts’ 

Smart Contracts simplify the process of transactions as they automate many tasks and jobs 

that previously required manual intervention. Before heading into the finer details, a simple 

definition of Smart Contracts needs to be clear.  

 

Smart Contracts are simply small self-executing modules of computer code that are 

designed to perform a specific task. They are executed when certain criteria and conditions 

are met. They have increased in popularity with the introduction of blockchain technology. 

While they are still simple in terms of the decision making process, as the smart contracts 

programs continue to evolve, their complexity, ability, and legitimacy will become more 

mainstream. 

 

How it works? 

Smart contracts are simple programs which are written to replace the middlemen currently 

involved in the decision-making process.  
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In case of the Nova Browser, smart contracts are used to pay rewards to participants of the 

ecosystem. The method calculates user attention levels using AI and machine learning 

algorithms, and automatically rewards the user and publishers with tokens.  Similarly, smart 

contracts charge the advertiser account for the corresponding tokens.  

 

In order to attain this efficiency, smart contracts have codes in their internal memory that 

get executed when certain predetermined external or internal criteria or restrictions have 

been cleared. The external source is usually an ‘oracle’ that is abundant in data. 

 

Smart Contracts provide autonomy (no middlemen), trust (shared ledger and encrypted 

documents), backup, savings (as there are no middlemen) and accuracy (no manual errors). 

However, at the present time Smart Contracts can only do specific jobs. They still do not 

have a legal standing and they are only as “smart” as the person that wrote the code. 
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Product Roadmap  

 

10th of March 2018 Announcement 

Full Know Your participant including identity and residency proof 

15th of March 2018 – 15th of April 2018 Pre-token sale dates 

15th of April 2018 – 30th of September 2018 Public token sale date 

15th of May 2018 - 1st of September 2018 Nova Browser coding, tune up and a-testing 

15th of May 2018 -  1st of November 2018 Nova Browser coding, tune up and b-testing  

1st of January 2019 Nova Browser production launch 

1st of March 2019 First share capital paid to NOVA Browser smart contracts holders 

 

Token Dividend/Cashout: 

Invest $50,000 

Projected annual 

token profit: 

Year 1 $80,500 

Year 2 $112,901 

Year 3 $158,344 

Year 4 $222,077 

Year 5 $311,463 

Total 

Profit: 
$885,285 

Return on Invest: 161% per year 

Annual token profit projection based on investment. 

 

ICO / Token sale details  

 Token sale: 66% 

 Company: 12% 

 Team: 19% 

 Community: 3% 

 NOVA is built as an EIP-20 (former ERC-20) token on the Ethereum blockchain 
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 Token Type: Utility token 

 NOVA available for public sale: 510 Million 

 Min Cap: $ 2.5 Million USD 

 Hard Cap (Max limit): $ 32 Million USD 

 After the token sale, all the unsold tokens will be burned. 

 

Important dates: 

Public Crowd sale begins 15th March, 17:00 UTC and ends 15th September, 2018 
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NOVA Token Functionality 

Profitable 

All NOVA Browser smart contracts holders monetization as per smart contract tokens share 

invested 

Social 

Inbuilt social network  

Credit Score 

The accumulation of NOVA tokens improves credit scores of low credit rated individuals and 

small businesses. 

Trading 

Only traders with enough NOVA can participate in the trading network and are entitled to 

create smart contracts for trading. 

Governance 

Governing voting system is another objective of the NOVA token; Stake holders will be able 

to govern the smart contract updates etc. 

Advertisement  

New advertisement and monetization models are based on support of the favourite 

publishers on micro-payments model. 

Fast  

It is faster than IE, Chrome, Opera - It saves money as it blocks advertisements and tracking  

Secure 

The browser blocks infections, malware and other hazardous spyware - it protects privacy, 

blocks tracking, and the TOR VPN inbuilt 
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Team behind the project 

 William Subhakar Talluri, India, ICO White paper writer 

 Kulwant Singh, India, DAO, ICO Etherium smart contracts coder 

 Josh Batsman, ICO stockholder 
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Conclusion 

 

The blockchain technology was introduced as a backend technology for Bitcoin 

cryptocurrency. However, looking at the amazing benefits offered by this technology, 

developers are now extending its functionality to every industry. The digital advertisement 

industry is not excluded. Nova is the new browser that leverages block chain technology and 

offers a decentralized digital advertisement platform. Nova provides fast and secure 

browsing while rewarding its participants for their contribution to the ecosystem. Now, 

users earn money for something they have been doing all these years. 

 

As the world is moving toward the blockchain revolution, people who stand at the forefront 

of this transformation are the ones who are greatly rewarded. 

 

Invest now in this disruptive project to stand at the forefront of this transformation! 

 

Contact us to know more about Nova Browser 

 

Our Website:  

http://www.browser.news  

Email: ico@browser.news 

Phone: + 41 (43) 5006116 
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